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Profile 

Medical Doctor, Business Graduate, Health and Wellness Expert, Researcher, Radio Show Host                                                                                                

Main Areas: Individual and Organizational Health, Wellness & Performance, Safe, ‘Alternative’                                                                        

and Natural Cancer Cures, Banking and Finance, Natural Law.                                                                                                                                                     

Career Focus: Institute Director, Medical Doctor, Author.  

Faiez Kirsten is a medical doctor with extensive experience in various aspects of the healthcare                                                                                                  

environment including five years in trauma and emergency and as a ship’s doctor aboard cruise                                                                          

ships. He ran his own general medical practice for almost ten years and has also spent some                                                                                    

time both working and consulting in the corporate world. He is the founder and director of the                                                                                                 

Health Wellness Performance Institute whose mission is to assist individuals and                                                                      

organizations in the prevention, reversal and elimination of illness and disease and achievement                                                             

of  optimal health, wellness and performance and with financial empowerment through                                                                

innovative programs and services. He also runs Natural Cancer Cures, a service focused on providing cancer sufferers with 

critical information they require to make an informed choice regarding  the treatment of their condition as well as safe,                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

‘alternative’ and natural methods of treatment.                                                                                                                                                                 

In addition to his Medical Qualification which he obtained from the University of Natal Medical School, Dr. Kirsten also                                                                                  

holds a Post-graduate Degree in Business Administration (MBA from the University of Cape Town’s Graduate School of                                                                                   

Business) obtaining the qualification with a first class grade for his thesis ‘The Effect of Mergers and Acquisitions on 

Organizational Culture, Climate and Financial Performance’. He also has a Certificate in EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques),   

a discipline of energy psychology which is used to heal both physical and emotional disorders.                                                                                                                                                                  

Faiez is also the author of several books and articles. His first published book, ‘Corporate Culture is Not as Soft as You Think’ is 

available in electronic and print formats through various on-line bookstores. His other published books are ‘Good-Bye Stress – 

How to Live Stress-Free’, ‘Achieve Your Goals Using Brain Research Discoveries’ and “How to Achieve the Best Health and 

Wellness Possible” all of which are available as e-books. He has also authored and published an e-report, “The Subconscious 

Mind - What it is and How to Reprogram it Using Advanced Technologies” and founded an internet report, the HWP Report. 

Furthermore, he has researched the banking and financial systems, sovereignty and natural law.                                                                                                                                                                                               

Doctor Kirsten was also part of the founding group which was instrumental in setting up the Community Exchange System, an            

on-line service facilitating the trading and exchange of goods and services using a virtual recording system and has several other 

attainments and interests including Scuba Diving and Off-Road Driving certifications. He also hosted an on-line radio show and 

was a resident guest on a community radio station.                                                 

SPEAKING TOPICS                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Dr. Kirsten speaks on various subjects including The Global Healthcare and Cancer Crises, Destructive Chronic Stress, The Ten 
Dimensions of Optimal Health and Wellness and The Subconscious Mind amongst others.  
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TESTIMONIALS, REVIEWS, FEEDBACK 

 

By Chas Great easy read 
 
This review is from: The Subconscious Mind - What it is and How To Reprogram it Using Advanced Technologies (Kindle 
Edition) 
I have read so many books about the subconscious mind but this one was the icing on the cake for me. It is very short and 
precise. I have found that by reading many books on this subject, I have learnt something new every time and something sinks 
in further into my brain. Well this book did just that. I now feel that I don't have to purchase another one as this one has 
fulfilled my needs. Different authors tell the information just a little differently. I do recommend this book if you have read 
even one book on the subconscious at all. I think this very easy reading will just concrete a lot of things. A good read.    

 

By Amazon Customer Wonderful 

Wonderful report. Easy to read and understand, in plain everyday language. Complete and honest; to the point content. Very 
straight forward. The Author is very knowledgable of the subject, based on how he explained the key points. Every word is 
relevant; no word is wasted trying to fill in... If a word is there, it belongs there. Well done. 

 

By MS RAMBO Great Book 

i would recommend this book to others to read. This was a great book if you are trying to understand how to use your 
subconscious thinking. I was very pleased, it touched on some things that I was unaware of. 

 

By Rotator Cuff It is your choice; it is within. 

Reading the first few pages showed me that I chose the correct self-help book. Life is about choices even to the decision to 
breathe correctly for better health, to say I love you to yourself, to create your own pleasant environment and to believe you 
have all this power within. 

 

By Maureen Very nice summary 

I have read many books on the subconscious and specific technics to train. This was a nice summary that was written well 
with some specific explanations. I will return to this writing for reference in the future. 

 

By Clayton Great techniques of controlling and programming your own mind. 

The most powerful books are books that read your mind and what you need at the time that you read them, this is one of 
those. 

 

By adrienne veronica thomas JEWEL 

This is much needed knowledge. 

 

 
 

Read more customer reviews of my report on the Subconscious Mind  

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RYLKDOBNL7ZJD/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B007DY27UW
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1ZOD1BLSSFE34/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B007DY27UW
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A3VZKBTZWVD16P/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RHIJ1Z0EPQG80/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B007DY27UW
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A3OWN277NQEDPE/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3G5BFEIB4TBMD/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B007DY27UW
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/AX2LOTPV7BOOH/ref=cm_cr_getr_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1H5XUMT2AB9EG/ref=cm_cr_getr_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B007DY27UW
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A338EPEWL1L5E5/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2E8CHTANITCOV/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B007DY27UW
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/AIA88FXKLFUNB/ref=cm_cr_getr_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2R3H8NL88P8MC/ref=cm_cr_getr_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B007DY27UW
http://www.amazon.com/Subconscious-Mind-Reprogram-Advanced-Technologies-ebook/product-reviews/B007DY27UW/ref=cm_cr_dp_qt_hist_five?ie=UTF8&filterByStar=five_star&showViewpoints=0
http://www.amazon.com/Subconscious-Mind-Reprogram-Advanced-Technologies-ebook/product-reviews/B007DY27UW/ref=cm_cr_dp_qt_hist_five?ie=UTF8&filterByStar=five_star&showViewpoints=0


 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Good morning Faiez, 

I am busy reading your book ‘Corporate Culture is Not as Soft as You 

Think’. It is filled with positive and essential gems that businesses 

need to implement on a daily basis.   

Thank you.   

Wishing you and your family a healthy and safe 2017. 

 

Kind regards 

Barbara 

 



 

 

 

TESTIMONIAL 

 

Dr Faiez Kirsten provided consultation services for a period of three months from August to November 

2018 for my husband Rajendra, who suffers from Parkinson’s Disease (PD). Rajendra is 85 years old and 

was diagnosed with PD 11 years ago. More recently this year, the deterioration had become more 

pronounced, and having tried just about every modality, (including trips to India in search of Ayurvedic 

treatments), as a last resort we engaged the services of Dr Kirsten. During the twelve weeks that Dr 

Kirsten made weekly home visits to us, we found him to be very understanding, supportive and generous 

with his time.  

A rare medical practitioner, Dr Kirsten is above all a compassionate human being with a deep sense of 

commitment to his patients and their families. Honesty and integrity underpin his passion for wellness in 

his patients. His approach is holistic, scientific and based on years of dedicated research. His treatment for 

Rajendra focused on overall wellness achieved through brain entrainment, diet and exercise. During the 

three months of consultation we observed gradual and noticeable improvements in Rajendra’s condition: 

• Reduction in PD prescribed medication. We have been able to reduce Carbilev 25/100 from 4 to 3 

per day. We are currently reducing further medication. Rajendra voluntarily felt he did not want to 

take the morning Mysolene tablet, and so we deleted that, with no noticeable withdrawal 

symptoms. Reduction in the prescribed medication has been one of our key goals for many years, 

and until now and we have not been able to successfully do this. In fact, the neurologists we have 

consulted have pointed towards increased medication. 

• Audios provided by Dr Kirsten have led to greatly improved sleep and rest. 

• Rajendra had lost considerable weight and has recently gained approximately 3 kg. 

• Additionally, he has hardly been using the oxygen concentrator which we have at home for him, 

and his breathing has improved phenomenally. 

• Dr Kirsten’s brain entrainment videos and audios have brought about a general feeling of well-

being, improved spirits and a stronger determination and belief in the possibility of securing 

improvements in health and well-being, even with PD. 

As is well known, Parkinson’s is an extremely complex condition and despite that, the improvements we 

have seen recently have been attributable largely to Dr Kirsten’s direction and effort. His willingness to 

offer advice at all times has proved tremendously supportive in extremely difficult times, especially for 

me as Rajendra’s wife and primary care giver. His unassuming and modest manner, coupled with his 

confidence in his ability provides much hope for those suffering from chronic conditions. He works with 

you and equips you with the tools so that you are able to continue with the programme after his departure. 

Although Rajendra continues to have good and bad days, he now looks less frail and has once again 

resumed his walks around the complex where we live and visits to the local gym. Last week I was chatting 

to a 94 year old doctor in the gym who was watching Rajendra closely and he was shocked to learn that 

Rajendra had Parkinson’s. He added that he had seen many Parkinson’s patients during his practising 

years, but Rajendra is a “miracle”. I felt a sense of pride and thought to myself – yes, thanks to the hard 

work and Dr Kirsten.    
Romila Chetty 
079 7586911 
December 2018 

 

 

 



 

 

Dear Dr Faiez Kirsten, 

  

Thank you for your amazing informative talk on Thursday 15th August 2019.   

  

Sonja van der Spuy, who normally arranges the speakers, was so grateful to have met 

you and said it was a "huge success". 

  

I have personally received grateful thanks from many of the participants and on their 

behalf, would like to thank you so much for giving both the sufferers of neuro-

degenerative decline and those who care for them hope that there are many important 

therapies that we can be doing together with changes in diet, lifestyle choices and stress 

management. 

  

Our minds and bodies are truly magnificent in their ability to heal given the right mind-

set, intention, nourishment and stimulation! 

  

The importance of an holistic approach to any disease is often overlooked by modern 

practitioners who focus on symptom management rather than addressing the cause of 

the problem and we are so encouraged to find practitioners that are not afraid to highlight 

the damaging effects of the chemicals in our environment and the insidious harm of 

electro-magnetic fields. 

  

Thank you so much for so generously sharing your time and your extensive knowledge 

with us. It was a great pleasure to meet you. 

  

Kindest regards, 

Barbara and Ian Manson 

531 Helderberg Village 

Somerset West 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


